In the new gallery of Indian sculpture, which will be opened on February 24, the Museum's collection, enriched by many generous loans, is now on display for the first time in many years. It shows a cross section of what Heinrich Zimmer has called "one of the most magnificent chapters in the whole history both of the world's art and the world's religion."
pression "Greater India." We cover an area that extends from modern Afghanistan to Vietnam and from Nepal to Indonesia; we range in time from the third millennium B.C. to late medieval times. Most of these countries have never been under Indian political domination, but they adopted one or the other of the great Indian religions and consequently their art was stimulated and strongly influenced by India. This may justify its inclusion in an Indian gallery.
Neither all periods nor all areas of this Indian cultural domain are represented in the new gallery. Nor could the two historical aspects of space and time always be properly related to each other or to the exigencies of display. We have attempted, however, to show the sequence of time and of stylistic periods in the general direction from east to west along the length of the gallery. The two principal border areas, north Pakistan-Afghanistan and Cambodia-ThailandIndonesia, have been allocated the two far ends of the gallery in order to emphasize their distinction from the main body of Indian sculpture proper.
All Indian sculpture is religious sculpture. We enter in this gallery, therefore, a spiritual climate that may best be evoked by quoting Stella Kramrisch: "Indian art conduces to fulfilling the aims of life, whose ultimate aim is release." "Release (moksha) means, for the Indian, inner detachment combined with the realization of and reintegration into the Absolute." "Images represent the gods whose proportions are based on the idealized figure of man." "Making a work of art is a ritual. By performing the rites of art, the craftsman transforms himself as well as his materials. He sees the image by direct intuition, and his conscious vision clothes it in the lineaments that not only take the shape of nature, and of man and his work, but also evoke the presence of God." All the stone sculptures we see in the gallery originally were parts of temples or other religious monuments to which they belonged both aesthetically and functionally. We have to remember that they are shown here out of the context essential to the Indian artist and the Indian beholder.
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Though only a few minor sculptures in our collection antedate the beginning of our era, they cannot be well understood without reference to the vastly older religious traditions from which they derive. The cult of nature spirits like yakshas (tree-gods) and their female counterparts the yakshis, or nagas and naginis (serpent deities of lakes and rivers) is probably as old as human civilization in India and southeast Asia. 
